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Annual Report and Impact Statement for the year ending
31 December 2018
Charitable status
Church from Scratch is a registered charity in England, No. 1147116.
Principal address: 34 Cranley Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex, SS0 8AL.
Trustees serving as at 1 January 2019:
Name

Office

Appointed

Mary Blake
Peter Dominey
Alex Emery
Katy Parsons

Secretary
Minister
Trustee
Treasurer

2016
2002
2012
2017

The charity is established by means of a constitution with trustees appointed by the Partners
(members) for 3-year terms.

Summary of Objects and Activities
Church from Scratch is a Christian church, a member of the Baptist Union of Great Britain and
the Eastern Baptist Association.
The principal purpose of the Church is the advancement of the Christian faith according to the
principles of the Baptist denomination. The Church also advances education and carries out
other charitable purposes in the United Kingdom and other parts of the world.
In addition to the reports set out below, our activities include holistic mission, public worship,
prayer, Bible study, teaching, baptism, communion, pastoral care and social action, through a
community comprising of and working with many disadvantaged people.

Public Benefit Statement
The charity’s trustees continue to have regard for both the charitable objects set out in the
governing document and to ensuring that the activities of the charity, as described, meet the
public benefit test. In so doing, they take account of the Charity Commission’s public benefit
guidance when planning the charity’s programme of activities.
The Trustees of Church from Scratch are confident that the activities of the charity
demonstrate strong evidence of public benefit.
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Nature of the Church
Church from Scratch is an agile and organic network of Communities, projects and initiatives
concentrated in south east Essex; responding to local needs and opportunities. A church family
of people who are often marginalised and disadvantaged. The church acts as a pathfinder in
Christian mission and as a change-agent.

A network of Communities across south east Essex
At the heart of CFS is a flourishing network of Communities. These are typically home-based
and form around a weekly meeting where people work out what it means to live as followers
of Jesus. The six Communities are located across south east Essex, from Pitsea to
Shoeburyness. They provide opportunities for discipleship and transformation as people
develop relationships of trust over shared meals and through shared lives. Many marginalised
and disadvantaged people are part of them, and British Sign Language is used in one group to
include the deaf. Two Communities hold a weekly gathering in Shared Space stores (Shared
Space is the social enterprise which CFS founded).
Each Community is guided by one or more facilitators who are coached, encouraged and
supported by the church leadership. Inspirational small-group discipleship resources are
created by an in-house team of authors to resource the Communities.
During 2018, people belonging to CFS have grown in faith and new people have joined as we
share life and faith together, supporting each other with practical care for those among us
facing serious mental and physical illness and domestic situations.

The Monday night Community, which meets in Westcliff
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Activities, events and programmes in 2018
A new set of four priorities
Through a church day together, prayer, fasting and discussion, we identified four priorities that
God is calling CFS to focus on in the second half of 2018 and beyond. We sense these are
needed to unlock our future and help us express the values of CFS: They are:
1. Fostering passionate spirituality
re-founding CFS on Jesus in a closer relationship with him.
2. Building deeper connections
helping us to belong to each other across the groups of CFS
3. Reaching new people
with a focus on re-building opportunities for families, young adults and children.
4. Increasing capacity*
finding the people, time & money we need to help CFS sustainably grow and deepen
*CFS is a church with far poorer people than other churches in the area, but we are strong on
love, community, faith and life. We’re deeply grateful to Christians from other local churches
who give generously, recognising this and wanting to support our unique mission.
Believer’s beach baptisms
We met on a packed Southend beach on a blisteringly hot July day to baptise Christina, Tony
and Tim. We made a video of the day which has been viewed thousands of times.

As you are
baptised into the
community, lots of
CFS get in the
water

Praying for those who got baptised
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Thank you and good bye to Ivan and Nikki King
In 2009 we invited Ivan to work alongside Peter in leading CFS. This May we celebrated the
good times with Ivan and Nikki as they left us for the next chapter of their lives.

Celebrating Gods goodness with Ivan and Nikki at their send-off.
Peter becomes our full-time leader
In May we unanimously asked Peter to increase from two-thirds to full-time, working with CFS
to lead us into the next chapter. He willingly agreed and has stepped back into the centre of
CFS to help us move forward.
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Easter Sunday Celebration
We gathered in the Iron Age Roundhouse at Hadleigh to celebrate the life-changing news of
Jesus’ resurrection. We told stories of Easter around a log fire and worshipped the risen Jesus.

In May CFS launched into the next chapter with a week of events called BLESS.
Day 1: Be Blessed
A day of prayer and being filled with Jesus’ Holy Spirit.
Day 2: Bless Others
A day based on the feeding of the 5,000 and we made bread to share with others.
Day 3: Bless Jesus
A day to worship and communion, helped by the newly formed group of musicians

Day 2: Bless Others. Some of our bakers who were helped by expert baker John Western.
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Grace Claydon joins CFS
After 6 months living in Calais as a long-term volunteer for The Refugee Community Kitchen,
Grace returned to England and joined CFS as Peter’s assistant for two days a week. She is
passionate on issues of justice and inclusion and is working at no cost to CFS.

Grace speaking on the feeding of the 5,000 at the BLESS week in May
BLESS - a new monthly gathering for CFS
Inspired by the BLESS week in May, we said goodbye to the monthly meetings called ‘MORE’
and launched a new gathering called ‘BLESS’ with activities for children, music from our
emerging musicians and a strategic range of venues and topics. We are encouraged with more
than twice as many people taking part in the monthly ‘BLESS’ gatherings and have started
using the phrase #THENEXTCHAPTER to recognise that God is doing a new thing among us.
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A major focus on Jesus in Mark’s Gospel
In the autumn our emerging team of authors, created ‘FOLLOW’ an eight-week series of small
group resources to take people through Mark’s Gospel. The series included a video, small
group outlines, a Bible reading challenge and an event to re-tell the entirety of Mark’s Gospel.
80 people came to the sell-out meal and to hear our friend, Howard Jones recount Mark’s
Gospel. We’ve previously collaborated with Howard in starting Fire Camp festival.

Jazz and Hannah entertain people during the meal before Mark’s Gospel show

CFS and friends cooking serving the meal before the Mark’s Gospel show
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Welcoming all
CFS has always been a deeply inclusive church. Right from the birth of CFS in 2002, we
welcomed all people: poor, rich, gay, straight, Christian or not. This inclusive spirit is baked into
CFS values.
Encouraged by the opportunity to be involved in hosting a recent Southend Pride church
service, and the LGBTQ+ people that continue to join our community, we sensed now was the
time to decide on whether CFS conducts same sex marriages.
We enjoyed gentle and love filled conversation over several months where we attentively
studied the Bible, prayed and explored sometimes long held beliefs. This led to CFS discerning
that we would celebrate same sex relationships and marriages.
Fire Camp
The church summer camp was to Fire Camp on
Mersea Island, Essex.
We started Fire camp in 2016 and it was good for a
CFS team to participate in 2018 without taking full
responsibility for the event

Supporting 57 West – the church we were involved in planting
Through catering teams for the winter night shelter, volunteers and Peter serving as a trustee

CFS team cooking for the churches winter night-shelter
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Kids Easter Holiday Club
CFS has been without distinct children’s work for several years and in our first tentative steps
we held Jungle Explorers, a summer holiday club with a jungle theme for around 20 children in
the local boxing gym.
Since then we have looked to provide children’ work at the monthly BLESS gatherings

The CFS artists preparing backdrops for the Jungle Explorer’s holiday club
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Resource creation and sharing
In 2018 our newly assembled team of in-house authors, wrote and published the following
series of small group resources for use by our Communities and to help people explore faith.
We are committed to actively sharing these with other churches and church plants. A hallmark
of the resources is their highly participatory and interactive approaches that cater for a range
of learning styles.
Living what you believe (James)
Is that why they killed Jesus (Easter)
Passionate Followers (Emotions & Faith)
Spiritual Practices
FOLLOW (Mark’s Gospel)
Holy mother of God!

3 Sessions
5 Sessions
4 sessions
7 sessions
8 sessions
4 sessions

We also created a contemporary template for the new resources and re-edited
several old series of small groups resources to the new standard for use and sharing.

We re-ran the following video course which was produced in house.
Be Baptised : Live baptised

3 sessions

In addition to the above resources created in-house we adapted and ran the following off the
shelf courses:
Essence (exploring faith through spirituality)
Sermon on the Mount (The Beatitudes)
The Happiness Course

6 sessions (we ran this course twice)
8 sessions
6 sessions
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New website at www.churchfromscratch.org
In phase one we undertook a complete rebuild of the defunct CFS website which was then
launched in the summer of 2018. The new site provides an accessible way for others to
understand and engage with our work and a hub for our social media activity.
Phase two of the website is almost complete and will see the website develop further to host
an extensive directory of searchable CFS small group resources, videos, discipleship and
mission tools, making them available to a wider audience.
Most of the CFS resources will be free to download and some will be available for purchase.
Historically the most popular CFS resources have been downloaded thousands of times.

The new CFS website

Revamping CFS admin
•

•
•

Relocated the CFS office from home-based working to Shared Space Westcliff, so
increase accessibility to the church leaders and helping to build relationship with
Shared Space and the volunteers there.
Moved central CFS administration to the cloud based GSuite which reduces use of
paper and makes resources and records accessible to leaders across the church – we
secured free use of GSuite as a charity.
Started a campaign to help people in and beyond CFS participate by giving to the
central funds of the church. This is at an early stage and has seen some success.
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New ways of meeting as leaders
•

•
•

Increasingly met as Community Facilitators and Trustees together, using a balance of
agendered and open meetings and a time of fasting. This has helped to build a better
community ethos among the leaders and create the space for new thinking to
emerge.
Reformatted monthly management accounts to make them more accessible and
useful.
Moved from a Mission Action Plan to a Development Plan to identify and co-ordinate
development work of CFS, to better fit with CFS ways of working.

Building capacity
•

Designed and started promoting an intern scheme where people from beyond CFS
come to spend 8-12 months being trained and equipped in mission whilst resourcing
the work of the church.

Improved communication and participation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Given the church a new visual identity through a new logo across all printed and web
material
Launched a church website to make CFS more findable, accessible and understood.
Migrated CFS email news to Mailchimp with a new mobile phone friendly format and a
picture for every news item. The email list has grown as a result.
Used videos as an internal way to improve communication
Created a printed colour A3 newsletter jointly with Shared Space for all our contacts
and friends
Started a CFS Instagram account @cfs_southend as part of the CFS intent to reverse
an ageing profile and reach the younger generations.
Developed a database of people and sort permission to communicate with people by
SMS, email and postal mailing which has led to CFS re-starting paper mailings.
Run a Facebook campaign to recruit large numbers of new people to join the CFS page,
taking us beyond 550 likes; so we can better communicate with people beyond CFS.
www.churchfromscratch.org
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•
•
•
•
•

Conducted an extensive listening exercise across CFS to discern the church’s priorities
for the period ahead which led to the church adopting the 4 priorities as listed on
page 6 – these complement our existing church values.
Formed the beginnings of a church music group and purchased sound equipment so
more people can contribute to our times gathered together as a church
Reworked the format of the annual report to make it more attractive, relevant and
accessible to the church
Currently working on a CFS video to celebrate and express CFS, so new people become
aware of, understand and feel able to join in with us.
Moved increasingly to multi-voice worship so a wider range of people can participate
in planning and leading our gathered events and God can speak through more people.

International Deployments
We are the sending church for Dan and Annie Dupree
They work in mainland Europe with the Roma people among others. And we continue to
support and encourage them as they work under the auspices of BMS World Mission. Dan and
Annie trained with CFS for 3 years. It was good to host them for an evening with CFS in the
summer.

Dan, Annie, Charis, Isaac, Amaya and now Thalia Dupree

Training and Resourcing Ministers and Other Churches
We continued the Immersive Experience training programme in 2018 at a reduced level,
providing a unique experience for leaders from other Baptist churches and colleges to receive
mission training. Over several days the visitors live with people in the church, visit our various
projects and have structured teaching and theological reflection sessions.
In 2018 we held an Immersive Experience in March.
We provided one-off phone conversations and face to face advice for several Baptist church
planters.
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A day workshop to reflect on evangelistic courses.
In July we co-hosted a day for Baptist ministers to reflect on
current practice in delivering evangelistic courses using Leigh
Road Baptist Church’s ‘Life and Soul course’ as a case study.
We considered current theology and practice and how these
might be sustained and changed.
Since then CFS has gone on to start writing ‘Soul Gym’ a
course built on spiritual practices for use early in 2019, Leigh
Road Baptist Church is holding a revised Life and Soul course,
and Westcliff Baptist Church are trialling a course they have written called ‘Bread of Life’.

Partnership with Shared Space
In partnership with Shared Space (the social enterprise we founded) we:
• Undertook a major re-appraisal of the mission partnership with Shared Space which
led to a new agreement being finalised between the two organisations in Jan 2019.
• Working towards establishing the third Shared Space store.
• Launched a weekly Community at Shared Space Southchurch for the volunteers - this
was in partnership with Belle Vue Baptist Church.
• Re-launched the CFS Community at Shared Space Westcliff with the new identity of
‘Life and Soul’ and through this have welcomed new volunteers to explore faith.
• Arranged SS to support Red Box Project which tackles period poverty in local schools.
• Consolidated Shared Space systems and processes in preparation for planting further
missional Shared Space Communities and store(s) in 2019.

Hosting the summer party for SS volunteers

Entering the local
Christmas tree
competition
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Some of the CFS actions for 2019
•

Centre all we do on Jesus, so we become more like him.

•

Live out and express the values of CFS (see below) as a community.

•

Develop and work from the CFS Development Plan.

•

Equip people of CFS to express and share the good news of Jesus, so others are
transformed

•

Write and publish Soul Gym, a 6-session course and other small group courses, to assist
those who we are and reach to explore faith.

•

Build upon our partnership with Shared Space social enterprise, further replicating the
Shared Space model on another site.

•

Develop the Communities in depth and number so we become more authentic and
prevalent.

•

Continue to resource 57 West as a sister church, so it flourishes.

•

Identify, train and nurture CFS people, so leadership is shared, and new Communities can
be planted.

•

Encourage greater generosity of time and money within and beyond CFS, to release
resources for the mission we are called to.

•

Develop capacity through the Immerse Intern Programme and create other pathways to
help Christians to join CFS and to build the capacity of CFS.

•

Develop children’s work

•

Support Baptist pioneering so others venture out in incarnational mission.

•

Share our resources and insights through a new resource sharing section as part of the
existing website and training events so others are helped

•

Be receptive to opportunities and needs as they present and respond with agility, so we
don’t miss the party.

The 4 founding values of CFS
These have stood the test of time over 15 years and sustained us as we find continuing and
new ways to express and live them out. They hold us ti the ways of God’s kingdom.
We value Jesus at the Centre: doing it his way; changing as we follow him deeper; relying on
him; recognising we're a little bit of his worldwide church; realising Jesus' Spirit is at work now.
We value Building Community: building real and loving relationships as we rely on each other;
growing up in faith together; giving our community away to others.
We value All people: moving wider to all; encouraging participation by all; standing up with
those who need us.
We value Living life to the full: finding Jesus in all parts of life; holding on to faith as we take
risks; helping each other to grow into the full and unique people God wants.
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Accounting Basis
The accounts were prepared on a receipts and payments basis.

Reserves Policy
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reserves will be maintained to ensure core activity can continue during any period of
unforeseen difficulty.
A proportion of reserves will be maintained in a readily realisable form.
The calculation of the required level of reserves is an integral part of the organisation's
planning, budget and forecast cycle. It considers:
Risks associated with each stream of income and expenditure being different from that
budgeted
Planned activity level
The church’s commitments

On this basis, and having reviewed the policy during the year, the Trustees believe that for
2019 a reserve equivalent to six months’ running costs should be maintained. The reserves
policy will be reviewed annually.

__________________________
Mary Blake
Church Secretary on behalf of CFS
19 January 2019
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Independent Examiner Report
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Independent Examiner Report continued…
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Statement of Financial Activity – Church from Scratch
Up to 31st December 2018
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Statement of Assets and Liabilities – Church from Scratch
Up to 31st December 2018

__________________________

__________________________

Peter Dominey
Chair of Trustees on behalf of CFS

Katy Parsons
Treasurer on behalf of CFS

19 January 2019

19 January 2019
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Notes to the Accounts – Church from Scratch
Up to 31 December 2018
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Notes to the Accounts – Church from Scratch
Up to 31 December 2018
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Notes to the Accounts – Church from Scratch
Up to 31 December 2018
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Notes to the Accounts – Church from Scratch
Up to 31 December 2018
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